PACKAGING

Resourceful Packaging
& Container Solutions
Since 1952, TransPak has been the Silicon Valley’s trustworthy
source for packaging materials. Rest assured that by leveraging
TransPak’s extensive knowledge and expertise, your products and
equipment will arrive on-time and damage-free to your customers.

Custom & Stock Packaging
TransPak designs custom packaging solutions according to your
unique specifications. We offer a variety of options to ensure that
your products are efficiently and properly packaged. In addition to
our giant stock of corrugated boxes, we also produce short run

TransPak specializes in the design and
manufacturing of custom corrugated
containers and protective packaging. We
know what it takes to safeguard your products
and equipment. Our extensive network of
resources and factory direct sources allow us
to offer all the packaging supplies and supply
chain support you need for flawless execution
every step of the way.

custom containers to keep your supply chain moving. Or, you can
choose from over 10,000 items – everything from tapes and bubble
wrap, to poly bags, stretch film, labels and foam – can be ordered

At TransPak, we can help you safeguard against potential

by electronic data interchange (EDI), email, phone or fax.

problems when designing your packaging, no matter where it is

By making sure you have exactly what you need, we help you

and make sure that your products adequately sealed, properly

eliminate any unnecessary packaging ensuring that you see
improvements in efficiency and decreases in cost.

traveling. If you need it, we’ll assist with packaging requirements
braced with the weight evenly distributed. We can even handle
any hazardous materials packing, straps, seals and shrink
wrapping. TransPak can help you get the packing done right.

Kanban, VMI & JIT Program Management
At TransPak, we know timing is critical to your fulfillment process
and systems. We work with you to identify the ideal quantity of
products needed so production runs smoothly and inventory is
minimized. If you like, TransPak can take responsibility for
maintaining an agreed inventory of material and we can even help
you adjust for demand and supply gaps. With TransPak on your
team, you don’t have to worry that you’ll unintentionally run out of

Ease of Doing Business
At TransPak, we form partnerships with our clients that are built
on trust, dependability and collaboration. Your quotes and orders
are met with a remarkably fast response time, and the problem
solving capabilities of the TransPak packaging team are second to
none.

stock or have a production line down.

With TransPak, you know you’ll get consistent, reliable service

Domestic & Import Specialists

whatever works best for you.

every hour of every day – in person, by phone or on the web –

We understand the demands that shipping – domestic or
international – puts on packaged goods and products.

To learn more about how TransPak can meet your
custom and stock packaging material needs
please call 877.883.2525 or visit www.transpak.com.
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